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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 
The fund-raising environment is changing and the reaction of 
the non-profit industry to these changes is vital to the future 
of not-for-profit organizations. These . changes include longer 
life spans, greater racial diversification, and changing 
priorities among donors. 
This paper will first examine a multi-cultural non-profit 
organization, the International House of Berkeley, California. 
It will then examine two fund-raising instruments: planned 
giving and use of the internet for development purposes. 
Finally, this paper will note ways the International House is 
meeting future fund-raising challenges through use of these two 
devices. The purpose is to investigate how use of the internet 
and planned giving can aid organizations to better meet their 
fund-raising requirements in the changing environment . 
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CHAPTER 1 
THE INTERNATIONAL HOUSE: 
A MULTI-CULTURAL NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION 
In many ways, the genesis of International House of Berkeley 
defied the spartan beginnings common to non-profit 
organizations. 
At its founding, International House received start-up 
capital of $1.8 million (in 1930 dollars) from John D . 
Rockefeller, Jr. The International House mission, then and now, 
is to create awareness of cultures worldwide and foster greater 
understanding among them. Its high-profile was enhanced when the 
International House facility was deliberately placed in the 
heart of "fraternity row," and next to the football stadium, at 
the University of California, Berkeley. At the time, the 
virtually all-white fraternity system was notoriously 
discriminatory and anti-Semitic; controversy reigned not only 
because those of different races lived in the heart of 
fraternity life, but also because these students of different 
races (and genders) lived under one roof, a shocking notion at 
the time. 1 
The facility, considered essential toward fulfilling the 
organization's mission, is attractively designed. The four-story 
Spanish and Moorish influenced building provides well-regarded 
views of the San Francisco Golden Gate Bridge. There are 470 
1. Joe Lurie, interview by author, 8 December 1999. 
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resident rooms, capable of housing 650 United States and inter-
national residents. In addition there is a 450-seat auditorium, 
a cafeteria for residents, a restaurant open to the general 
public, and five additional rooms that can be rented out for 
conferences of up to 100 persons . 
Although International House is located on university land 
which is owned by the State of California, International House 
receives no funding from university coffers. When hiring staff, 
International House uses the university personnel office to 
receive applications, but all screening and interviewing is 
conducted by International House staff . 
Key Personnel and their Views 
of the Challenges Ahead: 
The Executive Director 
Joe Lurie, executive director since 1987, is only the third 
in the 70 years existence of International House. He has held a 
top management position at the American Field Service student 
exchange program and posts at student exchange programs at Open 
Door and at the United States Information Agency . 
Lurie estimates he spends 25-35 percent of his time on 
development projects. There is increasing competition in the 
fund-raising field, he finds; many worthy non-profits are trying 
harder to raise funds, especially those affected by government 
cutbacks. 
Technology is changing fund-raising, he says. "Society is 
being weaned from direct mail and phone solicitations. My 
generation is used to being contacted by phone or letter; 
younger people and newer donors communicate in a different way. 
We have to make getting gifts on the web a high priority." 
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In addition, "in the last ten years there's been an explosion 
of wealth. There has also been a growth of planned giving 
opportunities to show these newly wealthy prospects how it is in 
their self-interest to give." This has spawned creative efforts 
on how to entice these prospects to contribute . 
"The vast majority who give to International House are or 
have been directly involved as residents or members," Lurie 
says. "There is a visceral connection to what happened to them 
and the desire to give." Lurie likens this strong connection to 
a donor who gives to kidney research because they or a relative 
has a kidney affliction. This personal relationship gives 
International House a strong advantage in gift solicitation over 
"theoretical appeals" such as by social service non-profits, he 
adds. 
International House does face one large disadvantage in its 
fund-raising efforts. "Through the early 1980s, people assumed 
that I-House was supported by the state government," Lurie says. 
"Generations of potential funders were not made aware of our 
need for contributions; we have to reeducat e some 20 to 50 years 
of people . 
"Also, at least one half of the alumni are from overseas. The 
culture of giving, with the tax incentives available in the 
United States, is not strong in other countries." Lurie 
speculates that people in other cultures may be more generous 
than in the United States but show their generosity ways other 
than giving to organizations. "But there are many overseas 
donors who have lived in the United States for many years and 
then picked up the (charitable giving) custom." 
A third disadvantage, Lurie adds, is competing with the 
University of California's extensive fund-raising efforts. "For 
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any gift over $50,000 we must get an informal clearance to avoid 
having everybody raising funds from going to the same donors all 
the time." 
The role of an executive director in fund-raising efforts 
varies with the size of the organization, he believes. Lurie 
sees himself in various roles: to articulate the needs of the 
institution; to support the development director; and to be a 
cultivator, stimulator, and catalyst with the board of 
directors . 
Many organizations will have hundreds of prospects whom the 
development director should be responsible for. "Of course, some 
donors want to hear from the top person. Therefore, the 
development director must sometimes pass on opportunities to the 
executive director or the board." 
There are 37 people on the International House board, with 
three slots allocated for current student residents. One of his 
primary roles, Lurie says, is to inspire board members to make 
major gifts. "First, you, yourself, must believe in what you are 
doing; with passion comes involvement. Also, you must let the 
board know of the needs of the organization . 
"And the nominating committee must also know of the need to 
have contributing board members. When I first came to I-House, 
the board was not into fund-raising. It took about three years; 
now prospective board members know they have to give a gift or 
open a door for us. 
"To inspire a board member you must also show they have an 
impact. I'm a believer in personal notes. People need to be 
reminded how important their gift is." 
Lurie says that though International House faces enormous 
bricks and mortar needs, the organization must have an impact 
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beyond its walls. He believes the organization cannot sincerely 
fulfill its mission if it fails to reach to the wider public. 
One way to assure necessary funding is to follow a 
comprehensive strategic plan. He says, "The process of 
developing a plan must involve everyone: residents, staff, board 
members. You have to have a dream; and this must come from the 
long-range plan." The plan outlines the organization's needs 
and, thereby, its fund-raising goals. The International House 
board of directors has recently adopted a new ten-year strategic 
plan. 
The Development Director 
While stability in top leadership is characteristic of 
International House, in late 1999 the organization was 
experiencing transition in the major post of Director of 
Development and Alumni Relations. The former director, in the 
position for ten years, was hired for a similar position at the 
university's school of business. 
After three months, the vacancy was filled by Kate 
McClintock, who had been on the job a mere three weeks at the 
time of the author's interview. 2 McClintock had been alumni 
director of the state university maritime academy and also held 
development positions with the Easter Seals and American Lung 
Association. 
She sees her job as identifying prospects "efficiently and 
adequately." Efficient targeting includes targeting potential 
donors who have an interest in the organization's mission and, 
2. Kate McClintock, interview by author, 6 December 1999, Berkeley, 
California. 
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even better, a deep affiliation with International House. "At I-
House, people who give are always closely connected. There is no 
use going out and cultivating those who have no connection." 
People give for many reasons, she says, but some sort of 
connection is necessary. "Though it could be a loose connection, 
such as people who love to travel and enjoy multi-cultural 
settings." McClintock adds that fund-raisers waste a lot of time 
chasing affluent people who will not give to the organization 
because the prospects have no interest in its goals. "Nowadays, 
long-term planned giving provides the major gifts; direct mail 
is a sustenance program." 
Fund-raising for International House holds many advantages, 
McClintock says. "We have a long history and there are lots of 
ties and sentimentality among those connected here. This is 
because at I-House people feel at home in a foreign country, 
which builds strong feelings among the constituency." In many 
ways, it is very similar to the maritime academy, she says. "In 
the military situation, students bunk together on ships for 
extended periods. Administrators come and go, but the feelings 
toward the institution are the same." 
She says non-profit organizations must fully exploit the 
increasing opportunities in planned giving. "This is a huge 
change; planned giving is now the number one source of revenue 
[in the industry.] Charities were formerly top heavy on special 
events, but calculating staff time, and factoring in the time 
taken from other fund-raising, I believe special events are not 
as effective as often thought." 
In addition to planned giving, McClintock predicts the 
development industry will use the internet to a great extent. 
"International House is just now getting into online giving." 
• 
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She believes this is becoming increasingly important, especially 
for an organization with a global constituency like 
International House. 
McClintock cites a strong board of directors as an additional 
advantage for fund-raising at International House. "This board 
is more business-like than others I've known. For example, 
previous organizations didn't care what they spent on direct 
mail. They just did what they've done for many years, even 
though the cost of raising the money might reach 30 percent of 
the total raised." Furthermore, "I think it is important to have 
an effective fund raiser as board president or development 
chair. Too many board members are not comfortable asking for 
money." 
Coordinator of Annual Funds 
and Al~i Relations 
This single position, which reports to the development 
director, essentially has two fund-raising roles. The first is 
to conduct two annual direct-mail gift campaigns. The second is 
to indirectly cultivate donors by maintaining interest and 
loyalty to the organization via alumni events and a newsletter. 
Bethann Johnson is in her eighth year in the position. 3 A 
University of California graduate herself, Johnson's non profit 
resume includes positions at the International Christian Youth 
Exchange and at the World Affairs Council, working with the 
foreign student advisory office. One of her biggest challenges 
is to make donors aware of the needs of International House. "I 
see the annual fund as an educational tool to keep I-House in 
3 . Bethann Johnson, interview by author, Berkeley, California, 13 
December 1999. 
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people's minds. In the end, they will make a gift or upgrade to 
a larger donation." This is an excellent era for fund-raising, 
especially in the local area, she adds. "There has been a 
striking increase of wealth. People who never thought of 
themselves as philanthropists are now able to, due to the rise 
in stocks and housing values." 
The annual fund consists of two appeals: fall and spring. 
Fall is the "big push" stressing end-of-the-year tax donation 
incentives. To those who made a gift in the fall, the spring 
solicitation features an appeal for a special project. Those who 
did not make a fall gift are again asked to give to the annual 
fund. The quarterly newsletter reinforces these appeals . 
The annual fund goal of $270,000 is significantly higher than 
the goal of $179,000 just five years ago. "This is due to asking 
for more, and asking more often," says Johnson. 
The alumni database has 40,000 names, of which half have 
solid, current addresses, Johnson says. Within a four-year 
period, 15 percent of current alumni have made a gift. Johnson 
says that rate is not a high rate when compared to private 
universities, nor is it strong compared to the rate of giving by 
University of California alumni toward their alma mater. About 
15 percent of bachelor-degree holders from UC-Berkeley donate to 
their university each year . 
Because International House has been "a life-changing 
experience" for some of the alumni, fund-raising is easiest from 
those who hold strong passions. "This is especially true for 
alumni from the 1930s-50s. Social life then was much more 
racially segregated, but [social activity] happened here in a 
mixed environment. The International House was way ahead of its 
time." 
• 
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A current challenge is creating fresh ideas for the fund-
raising appeals. Johnson says it is vital to create a gripping, 
exciting message to sustain donor interest and maximize income 
potential. "It's very easy to just tweak your prior message, but 
you need to come up with something different," she says . 
International House Finances 
In the 1997-98 fiscal year, International House received a 
total revenue of $6.6 million. The organization earned 82 
percent of this amount via room and board fees and facility 
rental fees. Contributed income of $660,66 4 constituted 11 
percent of total operating expenses. Planned giving continues to 
provide a small portion of income: the development department 
has received approximately $800,000 in planned giving proceeds 
over the past decade . 
International House also has a "portfolio" of investments in 
which assets have grown between 20-30 percent in recent years. 
This portfolio, the proceeds of which are unrestricted, is 
valued at $10 million, up from $1.5 million ten years ago. It 
would be valued even higher had the board not chosen to withdraw 
approximately $2 million from the principal in recent years to 
aid in capital campaigns. Otherwise, the additional principal 
and interest might amount to some $16 million. ' 
In the 1997-98 fiscal year, the board allocated $340,000 from 
the portfolio's interest: $100,000 each to financial aid and 
building renovations, and $140,000 to programs. Each year, 3 
percent of operating funds are added to the portfolio . 
4. Lurie , interv iew, 13 December 1 99 9; financial statistics provided by 
same. 
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In addition to the portfolio, International House has $10 
million in various true endowments. Use of proceeds is 
restricted by donors. Most of these endowments are designated 
for building renovations, scholarships, and program events. 
The 1999-00 development goal is to raise $270,000 for the 
unrestricted annual fund and $550,000 for restricted fund 
projects. This goal is 13 percent higher than the 1998-99 
development goals. 
The organization's financial situation is somewhat tempered 
by the pressure to fulfill two initiatives: continuing facility 
renovation projects, a ten-year effort that is halfway 
completed; and providing increased scholarships for less-
affluent students to further socioeconomic diversity among 
residents. These are two of the strategic goals recently adopted 
by the International House board of trustees. Others include: 
additional capital improvements for seismic safety and improved 
access for the disabled; expanded cultural programs; and greater 
prominence locally and abroad 5 
In addition to $8 million of capital projects completed or in 
progress, the capital campaign goal is to raise a further $6.3 
million over the next decade. A five-year financial plan will be 
approved in summer, 2000, to specify a financial strategy to 
achieve these goals . 
5. International House Board of Directors, "Strategic Goals 2000-2005,• 
5 May 1999. See also Appendix 1. 
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CHAPTER 2 
PLANNED GIVING IN THE FUNDING ENVIRONMENT 
Changing demographics support the contention that expanded 
reliance on planned giving is one of the more promising fund-
raising strategies of the future. Financial projections indicate 
there will be a considerable transfer of wealth during the coming 
years: according to one estimate, $12 trillion through the year 
2020 will be transferred from the "Boomer" generation (1946-64) to 
heirs. As only 3 percent of people leave charitable donations in 
their wills, this indicates a large potential pool of support. In 
1998, bequests alone accounted for 8 percent of all giving 
nationwide. At present rates of growth, giving by individuals, 
valued at $135 billion in 1998, will top $200 billion in 10 years. 1 
The figures suggest possible sources of vast funds for all non-
profits. 
The instruments of planned giving are varied and subject to 
change as often as tax codes are altered, but there are four 
prominent planned giving vehicles. It is not in the scope of this 
paper to detail these vehicles, but a brief review is in order. 
Planned gifts can be classified as revocable or irrevocable. The 
1. James M. Greenfield, Fund-Raising Cost Effectiveness, A Self-Assessment 
Workbook (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.; 1996), 201; Ibid; Thomas J. 
Billitteri, "On-Line Giving and Increased Activism: Predictions for a New 
Millennium," Chronicle of Philanthropy, 13 January 2000; Henry Goldstein, 
"Curbing the Shift from Need to Greed," Chronicle of Philanthropy, 13 January 
2000 . 
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former has been the most common, executed through the use of a 
will or living trust. As the name "revocable" implies, the donor 
may choose to change the beneficiary. Irrevocable gifts can be 
made while the donor is alive or upon the donor's death. These 
cannot be altered after signing. 2 
Irrevocable gifts can further be classified as fixed income and 
variable income. The former includes gift annuities and charitabl e 
remainder annuity trusts. In these, a donor receives an agreed-
upon fixed income, to be paid from the interest generated by the 
donated assets. Variable income planned gifts include lead trusts, 
charitable remainder unitrusts, and pooled income funds. In these 
vehicles, the donor receives income that changes according to 
returns on investments; the amount that eventually gets donated to 
the charity is also subject to investment fluctuations. All these 
gifts provide various tax advantages. 3 
The Importance of Donative Intent 
Whatever the chosen vehicle, it is vital for the non-profit 
organization and the donor to be certain the donor holds sincere 
"donative intent." For a major donor, a firm belief in the mission 
of the organization is the number one factor in the decision to 
make a gift. 4 However, planned giving sometimes attracts the 
interest of people whose motivation to make a gift is not 
2. Greenfield, Fund-Raising Cost Effectiveness, 223-242. 
3. Douglas E. White, The Art of Planned Giving: Understanding Donors and 
the Culture of Giving (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1995), 135-164. 
4. William T. Sturtevant, The Artful Journey: Cultivating and Soliciting 
the Major Gift (Chicago: Bonus Books Inc., 1997), 17 . 
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necessarily to benefit the non-profit organization, but more to 
benefit themselves. 
For these donors, the likely motivation is a hope that the 
planned gift's tax advantages will result in a better "return" 
than conventional financial instruments. For this reason, it is 
essential for a non-profit organization to clearly state to 
planned giving donors that variable income planned gifts are, by 
their nature, subject to unpredictable market fluctuations. This 
could lead to returns that seem disappointing to the investment-
minded donor. Even fixed-income gifts can be disappointing to 
donors if the terms of the payout do not keep pace with an 
unexpectedly high inflation rate. These concerns must also be 
communicated to the donor's financial advisors, who are sometimes 
guilty of stressing supposed tax and investment-oriented 
advantages of planned giving over the charitable aspects of the 
gift. 5 A planned gift merely allows a donor to "stretch" his 
contribution; under current law, no one can "make more money" via 
a planned gift than by conventional investment strategies. 6 Donors 
who have a "tax shelter" mentality will more likely "bad-mouth" 
the non-profit organization among the pool of likely prospects in 
the community. This undermines the fact that present donors are 
the best prospects for making future gifts--at least those present 
donors who are happy with rate of returns on their planned giving 
vehicle. 7 
5. White, The Art of Planned Giving, 319; ibid. 159; ibid. 24. 
6. Sturtevant, The Artful Journey, 14. 
7. Greenfield, Fund-Raising Cost Effectiveness, 242 . 
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Managing the Planned Giving Program 
Non-profit organizations can use certain management techniques 
to enjoy the benefits of planned giving and avoid the pitfalls. 
Many of these techniques are applicable to all fund-raising 
efforts. 
The first technique is to clearly state and articulate the 
organization's mission: why the organization is worthy of the 
prospect's contribution. A well-managed planned giving program 
will not focus solely on the technical details of various planned 
giving instruments, but also prepare a succinct and compelling 
argument of the virtues of the non-profit organization. 8 
Secondly, management must conceive of a marketing strategy to 
publicize the availability of planned gifts to the appropriate 
demographic segments. The best prospects are those who have 
already shown an interest in the organization. Planned giving can 
also be an appropriate contribution for some of the loyal annual 
fund donors of more modest income. 9 Often, prospects are segmented 
by the planned giving vehicles most likely to fit their financia l 
needs. 1° Contact with the prospect is then made by personal 
mailings, specially designed response forms , brochures, 
newsletters, and personal contacts. Then, the non-profit employee 
who approaches the prospect should have enough knowledge of the 
8. Greenfield, Fund-Raising Cost Effectiveness, 302; Sturtevant, The Artful 
Journey, 17; Stanley Weinstein, The Complete Guide to Fund-Raising Management 
(New York, John Wiley & Sons, 1999), 15; White, The Art of Planned Giving, 
142. 
9 . White, The Art of Planned Giving, 261. 
10. Lynda S. Moerschbaecher, Start at Square One: Starting and Managing the 
Planned Gift Program (Chicago: Precept Press, 1998) , 109-111 . 
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various planned giving instruments to recognize which might be 
most appropriate to the donor's needs. At least initially, the 
planned giving officer should not explain too many details, but 
rather provide enough generalities to pique the donor's interest 
prior to subsequent, more detailed discussions of the planned 
giving contribution. '' 
At this point, many non-profit organizations may seek "outside" 
help to close the gift. The organization must assess where they 
most need the outside expertise; the organization's size often 
determines if it should hire a full-time planned giving specialist 
or one on a part-time basis. 12 
The prospect will likely employ their own financial advisors, 
many of whom are long-trusted confidants. At this point it becomes 
highly important for the non-profit organization to have 
identified a prospect with sincere donative intent. The donor's 
advisors will often counsel the donor to be cautious of making a 
planned gift. Even though conscientious advisors are supposed to 
help fulfill the client's financial desires, some planners just 
find it "unnatural" to allow their client to give money away. 13 A 
properly motivated donor will overcome their advisors' reluctance 
and insist upon making the gift. 
After the planned giving instrument is signed and in force, t he 
planned giving department must continue to maintain contact with 
donors, as with any major gift donor. The usual strategies to 
sustain donor interest include thank you calls, invitations to 
11. Weinstein, The Complete Guide,217-222; Sturt evant, The Artful Journ ey, 
197 - 99 . 
12. Moerschbaecher, Start at Square One, 170 . 
13. White, The Art of Planned Giving, 101. 
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events at which they will not be solicited for donations, and 
guides and escorts to organization activities. 1 4 A satisfied 
planned giving donor is not only likely to contribute future 
gifts, but also becomes an "advocate" to encourage peers to give 
in the same manner . 
As with all programs, management needs to evaluate the planned 
giving efforts on a cost-benefit basis. These expenses are 
commonly allocated at 10 percent for processing gifts and at 90 
percent for prospect development and cultivation. The cost of fund 
raising for planned gifts should be around 20 percent of total 
funds raised, less for well-established programs. 15 Establishing a 
new planned giving program requires greater "up front" costs than 
other fund-raising methods and management must not expect 
immediate results. 16 
And just where on the balance sheet should managers report 
planned giving income? There is no universal agreement on how to 
credit deferred gifts. Organizations have chosen to calculate 
planned giving (deferred gifts) by its current value, its 
inflation-adjusted value, or by its "remainder value" per Internal 
Revenue Service regulations. 17 Douglas E. White, president of a 
company which analyzes non-profit organizations, argues that non-
profits should adopt conservative accounting methods. He says 
planned gifts should never be reported as a present value in 
capital campaigns or endowments , but rather should be tallied 
separately under "deferred giving" with a present value of zero. 
14. Greenfield, Fund - Rais i ng Cost Effectiveness , 190 
15. I bid. , 23 9. 
1 6 . Greenfield, 22 6 . 
17. White, The Art of Planned Giving, 250. 
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White adds: "Separating deferred gifts from current gifts is 
mandatory. They are two fundamentally different things. Planned 
giving, like dessert, should be employed only as an addition. It 
can never replace the need for an annual giving program or 
currently needed capital gifts." Of both outright donations and 
deferred gifts, he adds: "Do not confuse the two, and celebrate 
both. "18 
18. White, The Art of Planned Giving, 250. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE INTERNET AND PROSPECTS FOR USE IN FUND-RAISING 
Who is On the Internet 
The number of people who use the internet has not been 
satisfactorily quantified. According to one estimate, 
approximately 3% of the world's population has internet access, 
and of this , some 70 million live in the United States. There is 
little reliable or detailed demographic data about internet users . 
However, a 1997 survey by an institute at Georgia Tech University 
reported that 40% of American internet users made more than 
$50,000 a year ($8,000 above the national average); their average 
age was 35; and that 50% of the users held a university degree or 
higher . 1 
Internet users can be further divided among those comfortable 
with surfing and those less loosely "connected" with the medium. 
This becomes a crucial point as those people who feel "less 
connected" are less likely to make an online donation to a non-
profit organization. Surveys of such users have generally found 
that even those who feel relatively comfortable are still cautiou s 
of making financial transactions due to privacy concerns. 2 
1 . Michael Johnston, The Fund Raiser's Guide to the Internet (New York: 
John Wiley & Sons, 1999), 29-30. 
2. Ibid. , 43. 
18 
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Despite the scarcity of statistics about internet users--
especially those who choose to visit non-profit organization web 
sites--non-profit executives seem excited at the possibilities. 
One survey shows that by 2010, non-profit executives predict that 
one in four dollars for charity will be raised via the internet. 3 
Types of Donors and the Internet 
Perhaps one predictor of success in fund-raising is to examine 
the differing motivations of various types of donors. Using psycho 
graphics, Judith Nichols classifies donors into several 
categories.' "Civics" are usually older and prefer to donate toward 
the "basics" of community life. The "Baby Boomers," having enjoyed 
a life where the basics have been provided, are "idealistic 
givers." The "Busters," born 1965-1977, are described as 
"pragmatic" donors and are highly computer literate. The "Baby 
Boomlet" is the newest, emerging generation; they are most likely 
to support charities with whom they have a personal connection or 
actively work with. They, too, are comfortable with the computer 
which is, in fact, a preferred form of communication . 
When segmenting potential donors, non-profit organizations wil l 
increasingly need to classify prospects by the likelihood of 
donating via the internet . 
3. Thomas J . Billitteri, "On-Line Giving and Increased Activism: 
Predictions for a New Millennium," The Chronicle of Philanthropy, 13 January 
2000 . 
4. Judith E. Nichols, Transforming Fundraising: A Practical Guide t o 
Evaluating and Strengthening Fundraising to Grow wi ·th Change (San Francisco: 
Jerry Bass Publishers, 1999), 39-40 . 
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Fund-raising on the Net 
The organization's web site is the basic tool to raise 
contributions on the internet. Characteristics of a well-designed 
web site include a simple, inviting home page; longer copy (except 
for the home page) than is customary in printed matter because 
online visitors are likely to want detailed information; and 
interesting related links. It should all be updated frequently. 5 
As for web site visitors comfortable with the internet, how can 
they be enticed to make an online donation? There are a number of 
recommendations. 6 As similar to mail campaigns, the site needs a 
"reply device." Unlike the printed version, an internet reply 
device can be of virtually any length, allowing the device to have 
larger, easier to read print. Also, the online reply device should 
include both a "yes" statement and an affirmative statement, a 
common strategy to all fund-raising materials . 
Unlike printed versions, an online reply device can offer the 
donor the ability to choose from a large number of options. "Pop-
up menus" can list suggested donation amounts or broad areas for 
the donor to designate the gift. Says one consultant, "The more 
interactive the giving options, the more empowered the donor 
feels, and the more money they will give. " 7 
"Empowering" donors includes assuring them that making a 
donation with a credit card online is secure. Despite some 
evidence that theft of online credit card information is rare, 
many online users are reluctant to part with that information. An 
5. Johnston, Guide to Internet, 72-6. 
6. Ibid., 91-7 . 
7. Ibid., 95. 
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organization's site should include an icon of an online security 
company to reassure donors that information is private. For added 
peace of mind, the site should also include a place to "review 
your donation." Here, the donor double checks their credit card 
information; studies have shown this "review" page greatly 
increases online donors' confidence. 8 
Additional Internet Fund-raising Methods 
In addition to use as an online version of conventional mail 
appeals, the internet has been utilized for a number of fund-
raising methods that can only be accomplished via the internet . 
One example is "charity malls." These are commercially owned sites 
which sell products and then the company operating the site 
donates a certain amount of money from each sale to charity. 9 Some 
sites allow the customer to designate the donation to a charity 
from a list provided. As the sale is online, the commercial 
sponsor of the site usually makes a donation from a portion of a 
commission that does not need to have been paid to a salesperson. 
There could be legal problems with some of these sites, especially 
if an unscrupulous "charity mall" uses a non-profit's name without 
permission. The commercial sponsor also may suddenly change or 
simply stop their payouts to the charities they supposedly help 
support. 10 
Some charitable groups earn sales commissions by arranging a 
8 . Ibid., 92-103. 
9. Holly Hall, "Making Sure That the Clicks Stick," The Chronicle of 
Philanthropy, 27 January 2000. 
10. Ibid . 
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partnership with a private company to sell its wares on the non-
profit organization's web site. An organization can also sell its 
own merchandise through its web site, or simply sell advertising 
space by enlisting a business "sponsor" for the charity's web 
site . 
An online auction can be established through use of a commercia l 
web site; a charity should be able to negotiate at least. a 50 
percent discount. Some organizations have enjoyed great success by 
auctioning an item connected with a celebrity. For any item, it is 
recommended to start the bidding at $1 as online bidders have 
shown initial reluctance to start bidding, but are more eager to 
join once the auction is underway. 11 Moreover, when selling 
products online the non-profit organization needs to calculate the 
added expenses of shipping merchandise. 
A potentially controversial method of raising money via the 
internet is to operate an online lottery or other gambling effort . 
The International Red Cross teamed with a commercial company, 
based in Liechtenstein, from which the Red Cross receives a 25 
percent commission. 12 The many negatives of this approach include 
adverse publicity, especially if gambling i s construed as contrary 
to the non-profit's mission; inab~lity to advertise the lottery 
due to laws of various nations; and increasing competition from 
other gambling sites . 
11. Johnston, Guide to Internet, 11-7. 
12. Ibid. , 17 . 
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Uses for Prospect Cultivation and Communication 
While the internet can be used as an online conduit of 
distributing the usual organization publications and materials, it 
also offers some advantages unique to the medium. The interactive 
features of the internet allow further opportunity to cultivate 
prospective and current donors by encouraging direct involvement. 
Perhaps e-mail is the most common cultivation method. There is a 
debate about the effectiveness of using e-mail addresses to 
solicit donations. Some online consultants hold that internet 
users are usually resentful of e-mail solicitations because it 
fills their e-mail accounts with the equivalent of "junk mail." 13 
These consultants recommend limiting any online fund-raising 
efforts to a special appeal on the organization's site. Other 
consultants find this strategy overly cautious and argue that a 
well-crafted appeal via e-mail can be just as effective and 
welcome as in printed matter. These consultants argue that donor 
resistance to e-mail appeals will weaken and that fund-raising 
through e-mail solicitations can be profitable. For example, these 
consultants argue, donors were initially resentful of telephone 
solicitations, but it is now a common non-profit organization 
fund-raising practice. 14 
There is a consensus to use caution when caution when 
soliciting via listservs or newsgroups. These online "communities" 
13. Gary M. Grobman, Gary B. Grant, and Steve Roller, Fundraising on the 
Internet: How to Use the Internet to Raise Funds and Sharpen Your Fundraising 
Skills (Saint Paul, MN: Amherst H. Wilder Foundation, 1999), 12-5. 
14 . Hall, "Making Sure the Clicks Stick" 
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are informal gatherings of people who hold strong interest in a 
specific topic. Many of these communities greatly resent 
advertising on their sites and have been known to organize 
protests via the internet. In extreme circumstances, some online 
communities have practiced "electronic civil disobedience" agains t 
perceived intruders. For this reason, organizations should weigh 
the possible adverse public relations against potential gain in 
support. 1 5 
E-mail can also be used to reinforce conventional fund-raising 
efforts or to simply "remind" supporters to visit the web site. 
The organization can notify supporters via e-mail of updated 
information on the web site. E-mail may also be used to urge 
prospects to visit the web site to find complete detailed 
information about giving programs or capital campaigns. 16 
Many organizations regularly send newsletters and similar 
publications via e-mail. More significantly, there is some 
evidence showing online users are more willing than print matter 
recipients to complete detailed surveys. 17 In these online surveys, 
standard demographic information can be supplemented with both 
questions about other organizations the donor supports as well as 
opinions about items supporters would like to see on the web site. 
This last survey question is critical toward planning and 
establishing a "members only" area on the web site. These areas 
can greatly strengthen supporter commitment, both financially and 
spiritually, to the organization. This concept also has uses in 
supporting fund-raising efforts directed at target donor segments. 
15. Grobrnan, Grant, and Roller, Fundraising on the Internet, 12- 5. 
16. Ibid . , 16-20 . 
17. Johnston, Guide to Internet, 97. 
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For example, a "Planned Giving Circle" would be available only 
for those who have made planned giving contributions. A "members 
only" site--perhaps available only to those who have made a 
contribution or paid an annual membership fee--reinforces the idea 
that this benefit is only available to this "select" group . 
However, the non-profit must carefully plan the site and solicit 
opinions from donors as to what they wish to see on this "members 
only" area. Also, members will expect the site to be continually 
updated, almost "instantaneously." Therefore, the non-profit 
organization must be prepared to pay for staff time to maintain 
the area. 18 
Further internet tools useful for strengthening donor ties 
include listservs and chat rooms/bulletin boards sponsored 
directly by the organizations. Some can be offered as part of the 
"members only" area, or, others offered to all web site visitors. 
Listservs help those with similar interests to exchange and keep 
track of e-mail among each other; they are often segmented by 
specialized interest. Chat rooms offer a forum for supporters to 
conduct live "discussions" online. However, for a chat room to be 
effective, a non-profit needs a large number of visitors. 1 9 
This online interactivity can also foster "activism." Deft use 
of the internet can encourage supporters to directly send e-mail 
or faxes to third parties in an attempt to exert influence. A 
number of non-profit organizations have successfully used these 
methods to lobby government and private businesses. 20 
18 . Ibid. I 140-9. 
19. Ibid., 151-4. 
20. Ibid., 180-96 . 
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If a non-profit organization chooses to foster an "activist" 
approach among web site visitors, it will need to consider 
additional expenses to pay for staff time to coordinate and 
communicate with online supporters. Hopefully, dedicated online 
supporters will donate ever-increasing amounts of money to help 
the non-profit organization complete its mission more fully . 
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CHAPTER 4 
PLANNED GIVING AND THE INTERNET: 
THEIR FUTURE USE AT INTERNATIONAL HOUSE 
Fund-raising is obviously a crucial task for all non- profits. This 
effort takes on added importance at International House due to 
ambitious capital needs and program goals in the coming years. To 
attain the funding needed to reach its goals, it is likely the 
organization will need to fully tap the potential of planned givin g 
opportunities and internet resources. 
Kate McClintock, the new development director, specifically 
predicts planned giving as the coming primary source of contributions 
in the non-profit industry. The International House promotes planned 
giving through its newsletter and annual report . However, personal 
approaches via careful identification and cultivation of prospects 
are a major source of planned gifts. Perhaps redoubled efforts by the 
board of trustees in identifying these prospects will be needed, 
especially since the development director is relatively new to the 
organization. Board leadership is essential in raising money for non-
profits. In today's fund-raising climate, boards must not only be in 
sympathy with the organization's goals, but also active fund 
developers themselves. 1 Fund-raising efforts can be enhanced through 
1. Peter Drucker , Managing the Non-profit Organization: Principles and 
Practices (New York: HarperCollins, 1990), 157 . 
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research Vla the internet to estimate the real property and 
securities wealth of prospects. This information is essential in 
choosing a planned giving device that might interest a prospect. 
Executive director Joe Lurie expresses pride in having transformed 
the 37-member board of trustees during his 13-year tenure. He speaks 
of the need to increase the fund-raising potential of the board and 
of having prodded nominating committees to select trustees capable of 
"giving or getting" to a much larger extent than before. The board is 
crucial ln continuing this effort . 
It is also vital for Lurie to stress to the board the long-term 
return inherent to a planned giving program and provide support to 
its management. A planned giving program undergoes substantial 
"start-up" costs, for which board approval is necessary. It could 
take from three to five years for a newly established planned giving 
program to return its first income flow. 2 Both Lurie and McClintock 
must meet the challenge of acquiring active board support to place 
more reliance and resources into the planned giving solicitation 
effort. 
Lurie and the board are in accord with the emphasis on strategic 
planning and its importance in raising money. To be in a position to 
attract the maximum donations, an organization needs to clearly 
articulate goals which all within the organization fully support. 3 
In his interview, Lurie stressed the time-consuming efforts needed 
to obtain "buy in" from staff and board in forming the strategic 
goals. But such efforts are needed to attain the broad-based 
agreement among all stake holders that is essential in developing 
2. Moerschbaecher, Start at Square One, 83; Nichols, Transforming Fundraising, 
146 . 
3. Drucker, Managing the Non-profit, 86. 
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successful strategic goals. 4 The ten strategic goals that 
International House adopted are of wide scope, covering not only 
facilities but also programs, public relations, and altering the 
nature of its resident constituency . An organization needs to 
evaluate and revise its goals in order to remain vibrant and viable 
and these changes are best conducted during periods of success. 5 The 
International House, with its relatively robust finances, enviable 
physical assets, and positive name recognition among certain elite 
circles (if not the general public), could probably be classified as 
in a period of success. 
One of the strategic goals is to "support and extend the I-House 
mission worldwide through the development of an interactive, online 
global community serving residents, alumni, members, and staff." This 
emphasis to develop a presence is admittedly, and surprisingly, late 
(until late 1999, the International House web site was modestly 
simple and tucked amid the scores of sites within the University of 
California home page.) 
This deficiency is all the more glaring because the internet seems 
a natural fit to the International House constituency. The alumni are 
literally living around the world. The alumni and close supporters 
are virtually 100% university educated. Considering the vast majority 
are also graduates of a prestigious university, it is likely a high 
percentage of these constituents are "highly connected" to internet 
use. These alumni also earn salaries much higher than average, if 
they correspond to national statistics. 
This spring, the International House board is to approve a plan 
4. Ibid., 181-5. 
5. Ibid., 67 . 
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for a revised International House web site. Preliminary proposals 
include some form of chat or bulletin board for members. A new, well-
designed web site could greatly deepen constituent devotion to the 
organization and generate added support, both directly and 
indirectly . 
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CHAPTER 5 
SUMMARY 
International House of Berkeley, California, is an established, 
intercultural organization. Fund-raising currently relies on 
conventional techniques, supplemented by investment income. 
As donor demographics change, added emphasis is being placed on 
planned giving and use of the internet to raise funds. A planned 
giving program requires patience and support by the board of 
trustees, as tangible results are often not realized for years . 
Managers of a planned giving program also need to exercise careful 
cultivation of well-researched prospects. Use of the internet for 
fund-raising is still evolving. Though often used as an extension of 
conventional fund-raising strategies, the int ernet has great 
potential as a tool to cultivate donors, increase supporter 
commitment, and raise money directly. 
The International House has adopted new strategic goals which 
require added fund-raising efforts. With its highly educated and 
relatively wealthy constituency, International House might benefit 
from added emphasis on planned giving solicitation. Despite its 
global membership, the organization is only now preparing a 
comprehensive internet presence. Key International House personnel 
have stated that planned giving and effective internet use are 
planning priorities . 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
With agreement that the donor base is changing significantly, all 
non-profit organizations must adapt their usual fund-raising methods 
or undertake entirely new tactics to reach their fund-raising goals . 
The non-profit industry has conventionally segmented donors into 
small contributors (reached via the annual campaign) and large 
contributors (reached via invitations to lavish special events.) 
Capital campaigns have tapped a mix of these sources: the wealthiest 
donors were approached first to secure the largest gifts; then a 
broader-based group of affluent but less wealthy individuals were 
solicited; finally, a broad-based group of supporters were asked to 
make small gifts. 
But non-profit organizations will need to utilize more 
unconventional techniques to fully exploit the changing patterns of 
wealth. Of these techniques, the internet promises to be most 
satisfying. As an everyday tool of the affluent and educated, the 
internet is a natural--virtually necessary--device to reach and 
influence major donors. Conventional fund-raising techniques are 
already being adapted for use online. International House, like a l l 
other non-profits, must explore and experiment with various ideas to 
take full advantage of internet resources. Because of its global 
32 
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convenience, the internet seems a natural tool to foster interaction 
among International House constituents, thereby deepening their 
loyalty to the organization. The more committed the donor, the more 
likely their contributions will be more frequent and of larger 
amounts . 
Changes in the accumulation of wealth, coupled with older-skewing 
demographics, also make planned giving a proper emphasis for 
International House fund-raising efforts. The peculiarities of 
planned giving, such as the long gestation before the organization 
sees tangible results from contributions, make this a risky venture 
in the short-term. But in the long term, the time-value of money 
produces more benefits. With an increasing market of affluent seni or 
citizens already arriving, there is much justified optimism for 
increased revenue via planned giving. The International House and its 
constituency is well positioned to take advantage. 
Enthusiasm for the fund-raising potential of the internet must be 
tempered by a glaring need for further information. There is little 
comprehensive data about the effectiveness of internet fund-raising 
for non-profits. When such a study is undertaken, it should focus not 
only on which fund-raising techniques are most successful online, but 
also if these contributions add to the overall fund-raising totals or 
merely redirect donations made via conventional methods. The internet 
certainly would not fulfill non-profits organizations' needs if 
online donations "cannibalize" funds raised through traditional 
development sources. This is a vital matter for non-profits as they 
venture further into new directions in the development industry. 
Planned giving relies heavily on identification and cultivation of 
prospects, which places a burden on the development office . 
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Maintaining an active web site also brings added expenses to the 
non-profit. Theoretically, the non-profit is already staffed to 
handle cultivation duties, but additional employees may be needed to 
properly evaluate planned giving prospects and then keep cordial 
relations with such donors after they commit to a planned gift. An 
increase in donations should justify the extra personnel expense. 
International House's promotional material emphasizes its list of 
successful alumni: these include several ambassadors of various 
nations; three Nobel laureates; two former high-level United Nations 
officials; two former governors of California; and renowned economist 
John Kenneth Galbraith. Clearly, the organization has a highly 
educated donor base, though admittedly not all its alumni are so 
fantastically prominent. International House has plenty of prospects 
who are internet savvy and investment knowledgeable. "I-House" seems 
in a promising position to conjure contributions through creative use 
of the internet and planned giving schemes. The corning years will 
show how well the International House board of directors and staff 
have been able to exploit these promising resources . 
• 
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APPENDIX 
STRATEGIC GOALS 2000-2005 
Adopted by International House Board of Directors 
May 5, 1999 -
Support and extend the !-House Mission worldwide through the development of an 
interactive, on-line g(obal community serving residents, alumni, members and staff. 
Development Director and Staff to make proposal including concept, costs, · 
implementation timelines to Executive Director for review. Proposal to be reviewed ·. 
in turn by Development Committee, Resident Council, Technology Staff and 
Technology Committee. Proposal due bv April 15, 2000 . 
Ensure the development of appropriate technological systems and training in support 
of residents' educational goals and staff's professional needs. 
Technology Staff makes proposal including concept, costs, and implementation 
timelines for review in turn by Executive Director, !-House supervisors, Resident 
Council, and Technology Committee. Proposal to be completed bv March 1. 2000 .. 
In collaboration with the University and other institutions, develop International 
House as a leading resource center for the promotion of global literacy and 
intercultural understanding on campus, in local schools and throughout the Bay Area. 
Develop and implement new programs designed to maximize interaction and learning 
among people from different cultural backgrounds. 
(3&4) Program staff develops proposals for review by Program Committee with 
Resident Council and Executive Director Input. Proposal to include concept, 
tirnelines, and costs. Proposal to be completed bv April I 5. 2000. 
Complete the second phase of a ten-year major building renovation plan designed to 
enhance safety, modernize the facility, improve the use of space and provide increased 
access for the disabled. 
Physical Operations staff and House Committee to review current plan and revise as 
necessary, noting potential cost variances for input to Finance Committee. Space 
subcommittee to make any space change recommendations with cost estimates for 
House Committee consideration, preferably by early February but no latet than April 
15, 2000 .. 37 
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Increase tlze number of residents at International House from developing countries 
and underrepresented regions of the world to ensure a resident population reflecting 
broad international, ethnic and socio-economic diversity. 
Executive Director to develop proposal, with input from staff and Dean Cerny for 
Financial Aid Committee consideration bv no later than Feb. 1, 2000 . 
Invest in staff through an expanded and ongoing program of training and professional 
development with emphasis on teamwork, communication and enhanced service to our 
residents, members and alumni. 
I-House Human Resources Manager to develop specific proposal, timelines, costs, 
etc. with input from all units in the House. Proposal due to Executive Director bv 
April 15, 2000. 
Continue efforts to build consistency of our institutional image, and strengthen the 
promotion of our services and purposes. 
Executive Director, in consultation with Staff and Resident Council, to outline 
proposal for Development, Program, and Executive Committee review bv mid ;\{arch 
2000 . 
Strengthen financial resources to e.xpand the financial aid program, to fund new 
initiatives and to build reserves adequate to address critical problems and 
opportunities. 
Finance Committee to receive recommendations assembled and analyzed by 
Executive Director and Business Manager for 5-year financial plan bv April 15. 2000 . 
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